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Terrorists fired at me after I entered
Nariman House, says witness
Express News Service : Mumbai, Thu Sep 17 2009, 00:23 hrs
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A witness who entered the Nariman House on 26/11 after hearing

explosions from the building and came face to face with terrorists

narrated his experience in the special court on Wednesday.

The witness, Kamal Singh, a local businessman who resides in the

locality had gone for a walk after his dinner around 9.25 pm on

26/11. "I saw a huge crowd outside the Nariman House and heard

cracker type sounds from the building," he told the court.

Singh took a bamboo pole from a nearby under-construction building

and entered Nariman House. On the first floor, he saw two men

standing on the landing of the stairs. One of them turned towards

him and shouted 'Kafir' while the other opened fire. Singh ducked

and escaped uninjured. "After sitting there for a few moments, I

rushed out of the building and went to my house," he said.

Singh later identified the terrorists' bodies in the hospital.

The prosecution also examined Ramval Yadav, a petrol pump

attendant who described how bullets were fired and hand grenades

lobbed at the petrol pump from Nariman House. Police sub inspector Hanumant Bhandarkar who
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recorded the complaint at Colaba police station also deposed in the court.

The prosecution on Wednesday examined its 202nd witness in the case.

According to the prosecution, eight persons were killed in the attack on Nariman House. The

terrorists had not only opened fire in Nariman House but also fired at people in nearby buildings.

The two terrorists who entered Nariman House were later identified as Babar Imran alias Abu

Akasha and Nasir alias Abu Umar.
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